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Challenges for the future continue and the adventure never ends.
“ 私たちの果てしない挑戦と冒険は、この先の未来もずっと続いていく ”

Provide ORIGINALITY
through creations

An identity at a glance
The cap [T+] is a hat for people working in the space industry,
designed based on the trajectory of a rocket.
Even though the embroidered logo may be different for each
company, wearing a cap with the same characteristics inspires
communication and brings people closer together.
That is the aim of T+.
This is a cap for everyone who is working on space projects that
transcend the boundaries between private, government,
and corporate sectors.
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Provide ORIGINALITY
through creations

Philosophy and Social Contribution through

T+" is a conceptually designed cap born from SAWA VAUGHTERS' philosophy of "providing originality through creation.”
We are proposing the use of our products for uniforms, goods, and PR events for everyone involved in future
space development and space-related businesses, which will be tackled beyond the boundaries of government,
public institutions, and private companies.
By sharing this unique form of cap with the entire aerospace and space business industry, we can
● contribute to revitalizing communication and connecting people across companies and countries
● help increase motivation through the cap’s conceptual design and fashionability

We will contribute to the GLOBAL GOALS FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT: #17 "Partnerships for the goals."

The VISOR
The most distinctive feature of the cap T+ is the unique shape of the visor.
It is inspired by the trajectory of a rocket in the sky after it has been launched.
The conceptual design is made up of multiple arches,
hoping for the day when rockets will be launched one after another in our daily lives.
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【Other peak shapes】
Other peak shapes suitable
for different cap types such
as caskets, work caps, etc.
are also available.

The CROWN
The crown is about 1.5 cm wider at the front panel than most baseball caps, and is designed
to suit any gender, any country, and to fit as many different facial contours as possible.
The lines have been finely adjusted so that even those who are usually uncomfortable wearing
baseball caps can wear them. To match the unique asymmetrical peak of the T+,
the overall balance of the cap has been carefully finished.

19 cm

19cm

19.3 cm

20.5cm

Benefits that

can bring

● Break away from the conventional "just a logo on a baseball cap".
By developing a cool and conceptual cap design, we hope to give people a
modern and innovative impression of the future of aerospace and space business.
● This symbolic cap design for the aerospace and space business industries will
create connections between people across companies and borders, and help

( NASA Images )

expand teamwork. It is a symbol that shows that we are all working together
to develop the future and create history.
● Increase sales of merchandise. By using the same design for both the uniform used by
engineers as well as the caps sold to the general public, the young generation of
space enthusiasts and all fans will be able to experience being a part of the team by
wearing these caps.
● Expand the target customers to include not only space / science fans, but also fashion lovers.

( POUTERS Images )

( AP/AFLO )

To Make it easier for everyone to produce
In order to share our designs with many companies,
T+'s production and manufacturing methods are very flexible.

● SAWA VAUGHTERS will provide total support from design to production and delivery.
Also, for companies that want to distinguish themselves from their competitors, we can
propose original T+ designs.
● If you are a manufacturer already producing caps for space-related goods,
or if you have a production pipeline, you can order T+ peak cores (materials) directly
from the materials factory. We are limiting the use of T+ peak cores to the production
of caps for the aerospace industry, and space-related companies and events.
● If you are a factory or manufacturer who wishes to have SAWA VAUGHTERS support to
produce T+, please feel free to contact us with any questions you may have.

CONTACT :

SAWA VAUGHTERS

e-mail

:

TEL

+81-80-3254-8453

:

info@sawavaughters.com
/

FA X

:

+81-3-3819-5640

M-AXE TOWER 1505, 7-46-1 ARAKAWA, ARAKAWA-KU, TOKYO 116-0002, JAPAN

®
Provide ORIGINALITY
through creations

